ABSTRACT. Let W{D) = {/(*) = £~=oa»*Bl ll/lll = ££=o K\ < +oo}, f(z) a function in W{D) for which /(0) = 1, and Mf the operator of multiplication by f{z) on W{D). It is shown that if k and m are integers for which 0 < m < fc -1 and X™ is the closed subspace of W{D) spanned by {znk+,\n = 0,1,...;t = 0,1,...,m}, then M¡ is bounded below on Xj?1 <&■ f{z) does not have k -m distinct zeros in any set of the form {mlzo\0 < i < fe-1; |zn| = 1}, where w is a primitive kth root of unity.
1. Let W{D) denote the Wiener disc algebra consisting of those analytic functions f{z) = Y^n°=o anzH f°r which ll/lli = X^o \an\ < +00-The classical Wiener inversion theorem states that if f{6) = Y^=_0O anCind, where Y^n°=-oo la"l < +°°> then l//(fl) = E~=-ooMinfl with E"=-co l*»l < +oo «> /(«) ^ 0 for all 6 [3, p. 196] . A simple corollary is that if f{z) G W{D) then multiplication by f{z) on W{D) is an operator Mf which is bounded below & f{z) -fi 0 for all \z\ = 1. Consequently, a sequence in W{D) of the form {znf{z)}^=0 is a basic sequence which is equivalent to the basis {zn}^=0 for W(D) & f{z) ¿ 0 for all |z| = 1 [1] .
In [2] a result of considerably greater generality was proved. In the context of multiplication operators this result says that if f{z) G W{D) and k is an integer > 1 then the operator Mf of multiplication by f{z) is bounded below on the closed subspace [znk}^L0 ofW{D) <* f{z) has no set of k zeros of the form {w%zrj}k~1, where \zq\ = 1 and w is a primitive kth root of unity.
The purpose of this paper is not only to prove a still more general inversion theorem of this type, but to unify the results of [1 and 2] mentioned above by fitting them into a context in which they occur as the natural extreme cases of a general theory relating invertibility of Mf to the number of "cyclic zeros" of f{z) on the circle \z\ -1. As a corollary we derive a characterization of certain cyclically shifted sequences in W{D) which are basic and equivalent to the basis {zn}£L0! thereby completing work begun in [1 and 2] .
2. Throughout the paper f{z) will denote a function in W{D) for which /(0) = 1, k will be a fixed integer > 1, and w a primitive kth. root of unity.
If m is an integer for which 0 < m < fc -1 let X™ denote the closed subspace of W{D) spanned by the sequence {znk+l| n = 0,1,2,... By (ii), for any r > 0 the polynomial Ylj=o bjZ* £ X™, while from (i) it follows that for any e > 0 there is a constant c and an integer r for which || Y^=o c^jz3 II i = 1 and sup0<J<7. |c6j | < e. Since f{z) is a polynomial of degree fc -m and 1/'f{z) -£°10 bjZ3, for any r the function /(z) • J2j=o bjZ3 is equal to 1 + zr+1qr{z), where qr(z) is some polynomial of degree fc -m -1 whose coefficients (for any r) are bounded by L -sup^ |bjHI/(2)Ni < +°°-Hence, by the above, for any e > 0 we can pick |c| < £ and some r so that || X)J=oc&j2;','IIi = L but for which sup^ |c| \bj\ < e, and hence for which (/(*))£<*; That is, Mf is not bounded below on X™.
For the general case, suppose f{z) is an arbitrary function in W{D) for which f{wlzo) = 0 for some \zq\ = 1 and for all i G co> a subset of {0,1,..., fc -1} with cardinality fc -m. Since the polynomials are dense in W{D) and the subspace X = {g{z) G W{D)\ g{wlzo) -0, i G oq) is of finite codimension in W{D), the polynomials in X are also dense in X. It follows that f{z) can be approximated as closely as desired by a polynomial of the form q{z) = pCo{z)r{z), where pao{z) -n¿eo-(i -z/wlzo) (and r{z) is some other polynomial). Hence if Mf were bounded below on X]? it would follow that Mq would also be bounded below on X™ for some such q{z), an impossibility since we just showed that MPa is not bounded below on X™. Thus if f{z) has fc-m zeros in the set {wlzo| 0 < i < fc -1, |zo| -1} then M¡ cannot be bounded below on X%*, and the proof is complete.
From this theorem we get the following result which incorporates those of [1 and 2] into a unified description of cyclically shifted basic sequences in W{D).
COROLLARY. If f{z) G W{D) with /(0) = 1, fc ¿5 an integer, and m is an integer for which 0 < m < fc -1, then a sequence in W{D) of the form {zkn+lf{z)\ n = 0,1,... ; i = 0,1,..., m} is a basic sequence equivalent to the basis {zn}n<L0 for W{D) ■$* f{z) does not have k -m distinct zeros in any set of the form {w1zq\ 0 < z < fc -1, |zo| = 1}-
